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Abstract
In this paper, we completely classify all compact 4-manifolds with pos-
itive isotropic curvature. We show that they are diffeomorphic to S4, or
RP4 or quotients of S3 ×R by a cocompact fixed point free subgroup of the
isometry group of the standard metric of S3 × R , or a connected sum of
them.
1 Introduction
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Recall that its curvature
operator at p ∈M is the self adjoint linear endomorphism R : ∧2TpM→ ∧2TpM
defined by
< R(X∧Y),U∧V >=< Rm(X,Y)V,U >, for X,Y,U,V ∈ TpM.
Here< , > is the Riemannianmetric andRm is the Riemann curvature tensor on
M. The Riemannian metric < , > can be extended either to a complex bilinear
form ( , ) or a Hermitian inner product << , >> on TpM ⊗ C. We extend the
curvature operator to a complex linear map on ∧2TpM ⊗ C, also denoted by R.
Then, to every two plane σ ⊂ TpM ⊗ C, we can define the complex sectional
curvature KC(σ) by
KC(σ) =<< R(Z ∧W),Z ∧W >>
where {Z,W} is a unitary basis of σ with respect to << , >>. We say thatM has
positive isotropic curvature (PIC for short) if KC(σ) > 0 whenever σ ⊂ TpM ⊗ C
is a totally isotropic two plane for any p ∈ M. Here σ is totally isotropic if
(Z,Z) = 0 for any Z ∈ σ. To clarify the meaning of positive isotropic curvature,
we have the following diagram for the relative strength of the positivity for
various notions of curvatures.
R > 0⇒ KC > 0⇒ K > 0⇒ Ric > 0⇒ R > 0
⇓
pointwise 1/4 pinching ⇒ PIC⇒ R > 0
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Here, K is the sectional curvature, i.e the restriction of KC on real 2 planes in
TpM ⊗ C, Ric is the Ricci curvature and R is the scalar curvature on M. The
pointwise 1/4 pinching condition means that for any p ∈M, we have
1 <
max{K(σ) : 2 plane σ ⊂ TpM}
min{K(σ) : 2 plane σ ⊂ TpM} ≤ 4.
The notion of positive isotropic curvature was introduced in the paper of
Micallef and Moore [16] in 1988 where they discovered that it can be used to
control the stability of minimal surfaces just as the notion of positive sectional
curvature can be used to control the stability of geodesics. Hence by using
minimal surface theory, they proved
Theorem(Micallef-Moore). LetMbe a compact simply connected n-dimensional
manifold with positive isotropic curvature where n ≥ 4. Then M is homeomorphic to a
sphere.
In view of above diagram, for n ≥ 4, ifM is a compact simply connected n-
dimensional manifold with positive curvature operator or pointwise 1/4 pinch-
ing, then M is homeomorphic to a sphere. The latter generalizes the famous
sphere theorem of Berger and Klingenberg. It is spectacular that, by using the
Ricci flow, it was proved recently in Bo¨hm-Wilking [2] and Brendle-Schoen [1]
that a compact n-dimensional simply connected manifold with positive curva-
ture operator or pointwise 1/4 pinching is indeed diffeomorphic to the round
sphere Sn.
In 1997, in a seminal paper [11], Hamilton initiated the study of positive
isotropic curvature by Ricci flow. In dimension 4, he first proved that the
condition of positive isotropic curvature is preserved under Ricci flow. Then,
under the assumption that there is no essential incompressible space forms
in the manifold, he developed a theory of Ricci flow with surgery to exploit
the development of singularities in the Ricci flow to recover the topology of
the manifold. Here an incompressible space form N in a four manifold M is a
smooth submanifold diffeomorphic to a spherical space form S3/Γ such that the
inclusion induces an injection from π1(N) to π1(M). It is essential unless Γ = 1
or Γ = Z2 and the normal bundle is unorientable. Hamilton’s paper contained
some unjustified statements which were later supplemented by the paper of
Chen and Zhu [5]. Their main result is
Theorem (Hamilton). Let M be a compact four manifold with no essential
incompressible space form. Then M admits a metric with positive isotropic curvature
if and only if it is diffeomorphic to S4,RP4, S3 × S1, S3×˜S1(this is the quotient of
S3 × S1 byZ2 which acts by reflection and antipodal map on the first and second factor
respectively), or a connected sum of them.
Clearly, each of the manifolds S4,RP4, S3 × S1, S3×˜S1 listed in the above the-
orem admits a metric with positive isotropic curvature. A theorem of Micallef
and Wang [17] guarantees that the connected sum of compact manifolds with
positive isotropic curvature also admits such a metric. Another useful observa-
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tion is that the condition of no essential incompressible space form is automati-
cally satisfied if π1(M) is torsion free, i.e. contains no nontrivial element of finite
order. Indeed, Γ in the above definition of essential incompressible space form
must be trivial. So, if the fundamental group of a compact Riemannian four
manifold M with positive isotropic curvature contains a normal torsion free
subgroup of finite index, then a finite cover ofM is diffeomorphic to S4, S3 × S1
or a connected sum of them. This shows the intimate connection between the
topology and the fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold with
positive isotropic curvature, at least in dimension 4.
For dimension greater than 4, it has been proved recently by Brendle and
Schoen [1] that the condition of positive isotropic curvature is preserved under
Ricci flow although there is yet no generalization of the curvature pinching esti-
mates which is crucial in Hamilton’s analysis of [11]. Another interesting result
for higher dimensional Riemannian manifold with positive isotropic curvature
is the result of Fraser and Wolfson [7] [8] who proved that the fundamental
group of any compact surface of genus g ≥ 1 cannot occur as a subgroup of
such manifold when its dimension is greater than 4.
Recently, Schoen [21] proposed the following
Conjecture (Schoen). For n ≥ 4, letM be an n-dimensional compact Riemannian
manifold with positive isotropic curvature. Then a finite cover of M is diffeomorphic to
Sn, Sn−1 × S1 or a connected sum of them. In particular, the fundamental group of M
is virtually free.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the conjecture of Schoen when n = 4.
Indeed, we obtain a more precise result. In particular, we know exactly what
are the fundamental groups of such manifolds. Our main result is
Main Theorem. Let M be a compact 4-dimensional manifold. Then it admits a
metric with positive isotropic curvature if and only if it is diffeomorphic to S4, RP4,
S3 ×R/G or a connected sum of them. Here G is a cocompact fixed point free discrete
subgroup of the isometry group of the standard metric on S3 ×R.
We give two immediate corollaries of our Main Theorem.
Corollary 1. The conjecture of Schoen is true for n = 4.
Proof. There is nothing to prove ifM is diffeomorphic to S4 orRP4. So, we may
assume that M is diffeomorphic to mRP4#S3 × R/G1# · · ·#S3 × R/Gk for some
nonnegative integer m and positive integer k. The fundamental group of M is
given by
Z2 ∗ · · · ∗Z2︸        ︷︷        ︸
m times
∗G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gk.
Now a cocompact fixed point free discrete subgroupG of the isometry group of
S3 ×R is always virtually infinite cyclic. This is because, by the cocompactness
of the action of G on S3 × R, G always contains an element g which acts as
translation on the second factor and the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by g
must have finite index as it also acts cocompactly on S3 ×R. Thus π1(M) is the
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free products of finite and virtually infinite cyclic groups. It is known that such
group always contains a normal free subgroup of finite index. In particular,
π1(M) contains a torsion free normal subgroup of finite index. By the remark
after the statement of Hamilton’s Theorem, the conclusion in the conjecture of
Schoen holds. 
The second corollary concerns the classification of compact conformally
flat Riemannian four manifolds with positive scalar curvature. We start with
a digression of the geometry of Riemannian four manifold M. In this case,
the bundle ∧2TM has a decomposition into the direct sum of its self-dual and
anti-self-dual parts
∧2TM = ∧2+TM ⊕ ∧2−TM.
The curvature operator can then be decomposed as
R =
(
A B
Bt C
)
where A = W+ +
R
12 , B =
◦
Ric, C = W− + R12 . Here W± are the self-dual and
anti-self-dual Weyl curvature tensors respectively while
◦
Ric is the trace free
part of the Ricci curvature tensor. Denote the eigenvalues of the matrices A, C
and
√
BBt by a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3, c1 ≤ c2 ≤ c3, b1 ≤ b2 ≤ b3 respectively. It is known
that the condition of positive isotropic curvature is equivalent to the conditions
a1 + a2 > 0 and c1 + c2 > 0. From this, it is clear that a compact conformally flat
Riemannian four manifold with positive scalar curvature always has positive
isotropic curvature.
Now it had been observed by Izeki [13] that a compact conformally flat
Riemannian four manifoldMwith positive scalar curvature always has a finite
cover which is diffeomorphic to S4, S3 × S1 or a connected sum of them. The
reason is this. Let M be such a manifold, then by a result of Schoen and Yau
[20], π1(M) is a Kleinian group. In particular, it is a finitely generated subgroup
of a linear group, namely SO(5, 1). By Selberg’s Lemma, π1(M) contains a
torsion free normal subgroup of finite index. Since such manifold always has
positive isotropic curvature, we can again apply the above remark after the
statement of Hamilton’s Theorem to conclude that M has a finite cover which
is diffeomorphic to S4, S3 × S1 or a connected sum of them.
Our Main Theorem gives a more precise classification of such manifolds.
Corollary 2. A compact four manifold admits a metric of positive isotropic curva-
ture if and only if it admits a conformally flat metric of positive scalar curvature.
Proof. The manifolds S4, RP4, S3 × R/G listed in the Main Theorem clearly
admit conformally flat metrics of positive scalar curvature and we only have to
invoke the fact that connected sum of conformally flat Riemannian manifolds
with positive scalar curvature also admits such a metric. 
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We remark that corollary 2 does not hold for dimension n > 4.The following
example is taken from [17]. For any Riemann surface Σg of genus g ≥ 2 and
n > 4, the manifold M = Σg × Sn−2 admits a conformally flat metric of positive
scalar curvature, however, because of the abovementioned result of Fraser and
Wolfson [8],M cannot admit a metric with positive isotropic curvature.
The proof of our Main Theorem naturally divides into two parts. The first
part is analytical and the second part topological.
Our argument in the first part is based on the celebratedHamilton-Perelman
theory [11] [19] on the the Ricci flow with surgery. To approach the topology of
a compact four-manifold with positive isotropic curvature, we take it as initial
data and evolve it by the Ricci flow. It is easy to see that the solution will
blow up in finite time. By applying Hamilton’s curvature pinching estimates
obtained in [11], we can get a complete understanding on the part around
the singularities of the solution. Then we can perform Hamilton’s surgery
procedure to cutoff the part around the singularities. After the surgery, due
to the possible existence of essential incompressible space forms, we will get a
closed (maybe not connected) orbifold with positive isotropic curvature. After
studying Ricci flow on orbifold and obtaining a detailed singularity analysis
for orbifold Ricci flow, we can use the orbifold as initial data to run the Ricci
flow and to do surgeries again. By repeating this procedure and extending
the arguments in the previous paper [5] of the first and the third authors
to the orbifold case, we will be able to show that, after a finite number of
surgeries and discarding a finite number of pieces which are diffeomorphic to
spherical orbifolds S4/∆ (here ∆ denotes a finite subgroup of the orthogonal
group O(5)) with at most isolated orbifold singularities, the solution becomes
extinct. As a result, we prove that the initial manifold is diffeomorphic to an
orbifold connected sum (see below or the precise definition given in section 2)
of spherical orbifolds S4/∆.
The second part concerns the recovery of the topology of the manifold from
the orbifold connected sum. First of all, by an algebraic lemma, we know that
a spherical orbifold S4/∆ has either zero, one or two orbifold singularities. A
spherical orbifold with no orbifold singularity is simply S4 or RP4 while those
with one or two orbifold singularities is, after removing an open neighborhood
from each of its orbifold singularities, diffeomorphic to a smooth cap or a
cylinder respectively. Here a cylinder C(Γ) is given by S3/Γ × [−1, 1] for some
finite fixed point free subgroup Γ of SO(4) while a smooth cap Cσ
Γ
is given as
the quotient of S3/Γ × [−1, 1] by a group of order two generated by σˆ : (x, s) 7→
(σ(x),−s) where σ is a fixed point free isometric involution on S3/Γ. Now, the
orbifold connected sum of spherical orbifolds is formed in two steps. In the first
step, to undo the surgeries in the Ricci flow which create orbifold singularities,
we glue copies of theC(Γ)’s andCσ
Γ
’s along their diffeomorphic boundarieswith
suitable identifying maps to form a number of closed (compact) manifolds. It
is not hard to see that, up to diffeomorphisms, they are essentially of two types:
the self-gluing of the two ends of a cylinder C(Γ) and the gluing of two smooth
caps, Cσ
Γ
and Cσ
′
Γ
, with diffeomorphic boundaries by suitable diffeomorphisms
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on S3/Γ. Since we know that any diffeomorphism on a three dimensional
spherical space form is isotopic to an isometry. The resulting closed manifolds
can be equipped with metrics which are locally isometric to S3 × R. Now, the
second step in the formation of the orbifold connected sum consists of two
types of operations. The first is the usual connected sum of the above closed
manifolds with S4’s andRP4’s and the second is adding handles to them. Since
the latter operation is in term equivalent to the connect sum of themwith S3×S1
or S3×˜S1, our Main Theorem is proved.
A natural question is whether our Main Theorem and its proof can be
extended to dimension greater than 4. We believe that the analytic part of our
proof will go through once Hamilton’s curvature pinching estimates in [11] can
be extended to higher dimensions. Assuming that this has been done, most of
the argument in the topological part of our proof will also go through. This
will allow us to show that a compact Riemannian n-dimensional manifold M
with positive isotropic curvature is homeomorphic to Sn, RPn, Sn−1 ×R/G or a
connected sum of them. Here we only know thatG acts differentiably on Sn−1×
R. The differences are due to the possible existence of (exotic) diffeomorphisms
on a spherical space form Sn−1/Γ which is not isotopic to an isometry. By
the same argument as in our proof of Corollary 1, this result still implies a
weaker form of the conjecture of Schoen, namely,M has a finite cover which is
homeomorphic to Sn, Sn−1 × S1 or a connected sum of them.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce some termi-
nologies and state one of the main results of the paper, Theorem 2.1, which
says that any 4-orbifold with positive isotropic curvature and with at most iso-
lated singularities is diffeomorphic to an orbifold connected sum of spherical
orbifolds S4/Γ. In section 5, we identify these orbifold connected sums and
prove the Main Theorem. The proof of Theorem 2.1, by Ricci flow, will occupy
sections 3 and 4. Section 6 gives the proof of a geometric lemma which is used
frequently in the paper.
Acknowledgements The first and the third author are partially supported
byNSFC 10831008 andNKBRPC 2006CB805905. The second author is partially
supported by NSFC 10831008.
2 Orbifold connected sum
We generalize the construction of connected sum ofmanifolds to orbifoldswith
at most isolated singularities. For an orbifold X, x ∈ X, we use Γx to denote the
local uniformization group at x, namely, there is a open neighborhood Bx ∋ x
with smooth boundary which is a quotient B˜/Γx, where B˜ is diffeomorphic to
Rn and Γx is a finite subgroup of linear transformations fixing the origin. Let
X1, · · · ,Xp be n−dimensional orbifolds with at most isolated orbifold singular-
ities. Let x1, x′1, x2, x
′
2, · · · , x′q be 2q distinct points (not necessarily singular) on
X1, · · · ,Xp such that for each pair (x j, x′j), Γx j is conjugate to Γx′j as linear sub-
groups. Assume x j ∈ Xi j and x′j ∈ Xi′j for j = 1, · · · , q. Let f j be a diffeomorphism
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from ∂Bx j and ∂Bx′
j
for j = 1, 2, · · · , q. For each j, we remove x j and x′j from the
orbifolds, and identify the boundary ∂Bx j with ∂Bx′
j
by using the diffeomor-
phism f j. Let f = ( f1, · · · , fq). We denote the resulting space by # f (X1, · · · ,Xp).
We call it an orbifold connected sum of X1, · · · ,Xp. Here we emphasis that the
diffeomorphism type of the resulting orbifold depends only on the isotopic
class of f . Now we specify our construction to dimension 4.
One of the main efforts of this paper is to show the following:
Theorem2.1. Let (M4, g) be a compact 4-dimensionalmanifold or orbifoldwith atmost
isolated singularities with positive isotropic curvature. ThenM4 is diffeomorphic to an
orbifold connected sum of a finite number of spherical 4-orbifolds X1 = S
4/Γ1, · · · ,Xl =
S4/Γl, where each Γi is a finite subgroup of the isometry group, O(5), of the standard
metric on S4 so that the quotient orbifold Xi has at most isolated singularities.
Now, we discuss some natural examples of compact four manifolds with
positive isotropic curvature. We will describe their constructions from orbifold
connected sums by spherical orbifolds.
In dimension 4, except for S4 andRP4, the best known examples of positive
isotropic curvature are S3/Γ × S1, where Γ is a fixed point free finite subgroup
of SO(4). Clearly Γ can also act isometrically on S4 by fixing an axis. The
orbifold S4/Γ has exactly two singulaities P and P′. Clearly, if one performs
an orbifold connected sum on S4/Γ with itself by using the identity map as
the identifying map, it gives S3/Γ × S1. If we choose the identifying map f (
in Diff(S3/Γ)) in a nontrivial isotopic class, then the connected sum may give
some twisted product of S3/Γ and S1.We denote the manifold by S3/Γ× fS1. By
[15], the mapping class group of three dimensional spherical space form S3/Γ
is a finite group. So for each Γ, there is only a finite number of diffeomorphism
classes of S3/Γ× fS1. In particular, when Γ = {1} and f is an orientation reversing
diffeomorphism, the resulting manifold is S3 ×˜ S1,which is the only unoriented
S3 bundle over S1.
If S3/Γ admits a fixed point free isometry σ satisfying σ2 = 1, then we can
define a reflection σˆ on the 4-manifold S3/Γ × R by σˆ(x, s) = (σ(x),−s), where
x ∈ S3/Γ, s ∈ R. The quotient (S3/Γ × R)/{1, σˆ} is a smooth four manifold with
neck like end S3/Γ × R. We denote the manifold by Cσ
Γ
. If we think of the
sphere S4 as the compactification of S3/Γ ×R by adding two points (north and
south poles) at infinities of S3/Γ×R, we can regard Γ and σˆ as isometries of the
standard S4 in a naturalmanner. SoCσ
Γ
is diffeomorphic to the smooth manifold
obtained by removing the unique singularity from S4/{Γ, σˆ}.We call Cσ
Γ
smooth
cap.
Given two smooth capsCσ
Γ
andCσ
′
Γ′ , if Γ is conjugate to Γ
′(i.e. there is an isom-
etry γ of S3 such that Γ = γΓ′γ−1), we can glueCσ
Γ
andCσ
′
Γ′ along their boundaries
by a diffeomorphism f : ∂Cσ
Γ
→ ∂Cσ′
Γ′ . Then we get a smooth manifold and we
denote it by Cσ
Γ
∪ f Cσ′Γ′ . Let P,P′ be the singularities of the orbifolds S4/{Γ, σˆ} and
S4/{Γ′, σˆ′} If we resolve these two singularities by orbifold connected sum with
some diffeomorphism f between the boundaries of a neighborhood of the sin-
gular points, we get Cσ
Γ
∪ f Cσ′Γ′ . A simple example for Γ = Γ′ = {1} is RP4#RP4,
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which is a quotient of S3 × S1 byZ2 which acts by antipodal map and reflection
on the first and second factor respectively.
The proof of theorem 2.1 will occupy sections 3, 4. The method is to use
Ricci flow to deform the initial metric. By developing singularities, Ricci flow
allows us to find the necks connecting these spherical orbifolds. We disconnect
these spherical orbifolds by cutting off the necks between them. Let us start to
consider Ricci flow.
Let (M4, g0) be a compact 4-dimensional orbifold with at most isolated sin-
gularities with positive isotropic curvature. We deform the initial metric by the
Ricci flow equation:
∂g
∂t
= −2Ric, g |t=0= g0. (2.1)
Since the implicit function theorem or De Turck trick can also be applied on
orbifolds, we have the short time solution g(·, t) of (2.1) (see [12], [9], [6]). Recall
that as in the introduction, in dimension 4, the curvature operator has the
following decomposition
R =
(
A B
Bt C
)
and we denote the eigenvalues of matrices A, C and
√
BBt by a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3,
c1 ≤ c2 ≤ c3, b1 ≤ b2 ≤ b3 respectively. Since the maximum principle can also
be applied on orbifolds, the positivity of isotropic curvature and improved
pinching estimates of Hamilton are also preserved under the Ricci flow. We
have
Lemma 2.2. (Theorem B1.1 and Theorem B2.3 of [11])
There exist positive constants ρ, Λ,P < +∞ depending only on the initial metric,
such that the solution to the Ricci flow (2.1) satisfies
a1 + ρ > 0 and c1 + ρ > 0,
max{a3, b3, c3} ≤ Λ(a1 + ρ)max{a3, b3, c3} ≤ Λ(c1 + ρ),
b3√
(a1 + ρ)(c1 + ρ)
≤ 1 + Λe
Pt
max{log √(a1 + ρ)(c1 + ρ), 2}
(2.2)
So any blowing up limit satisfies the following restricted isotropic curvature
pinching condition
a3 ≤ Λa1, c3 ≤ Λc1, b23 ≤ a1c1. (2.3)
We can also define the same notion of κ non-collapsed for a scale r0 for
solutions to the Ricci flow on orbifolds, namely, for any space time point (x0, t0),
the condition that |Rm|(x, t) ≤ r−2
0
, for all t ∈ [t0 − r20, t0] and x ∈ Bt(x0, r0), implies
Volt0(Bt0(x0, r0)) ≥ κr40. Since integration by parts and log-Sobolev inequality still
hold on closed orbifolds, we can apply the same argument as in [18] (Theorem
4.1 of [18] or see Lemma 2.6.1 and Theorem 3.3.3 of [3] for the details) to show
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Lemma 2.3. For any T > 0, there is a κ depending on T and the initial orbifold metric,
such that the smooth solution to the Ricci flow which exists for [0,T) is κ non-collapsed
for scales less than
√
T.
Since the scalar curvature is strictly positive, it follow from the standard
maximum principle and the evolution equation of the scalar curvature that the
solution must blow up at finite time. As in the smooth case [5], we will show
that the geometric structure at any point with suitably large curvature is close
to an ancient κ−solution. So it is important to investigate the structures of any
ancient κ−solutions. This is done in section 3.
For the convenience of discussion, we need to fix some terminologies and
notations.
In this paper, a (topological) neck is defined to be diffeomorphic to S3/Γ×R.
HereΓ is a finite fixedpoint free subgroupof isometries of S3.For caps,wedefine
smooth caps consisting of Cσ
Γ
and B4and we define two types of orbifold caps.
The orbifold cap of Type I is obtained by crunching the boundary S3/Γ × {0} of
S3/Γ×[0, 1) to a point. We denote it byCΓ. By extending the action Γ to isometric
actions of S4, it is clear CΓ is obtained by removing one singularity from the
spherical orbifold S4/Γ. To define the orbifold cap of type II, we first construct
certain spherical orbifold in the following manner. We write the equation of S4
as x1
2 + · · · + x52 = 1, then the isometry (x1, x2 · · · , x5) → (x1,−x2 · · · ,−x5) has
exactly two fixed points (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)with local uniformization
group Z2. We denote this spherical orbifold by S4/(x,±x′). The orbifold cap
of Type II, denoted by S4/(x,±x′)\B¯4, is obtained by removing a smooth point
from spherical orbifold S4/(x,±x′).
Roughly speaking, wewill showinsection3 that either the ancientκ−solution
is diffeomorphic to a global quotient S4/Γ or else it has local structures of necks,
smooth caps, or orbifold caps of type I or II described in the above.
3 Ancient κ−solutions on orbifolds
Definition3.1. We say a solution to the Ricci flow is anancientκ−orbifold solution
if it is a smooth complete nonflat solution to the Ricci flow on a four-orbifold with at
most isolated singularities satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) the solution exists on the ancient time interval t ∈ (−∞, 0], and
(ii) it has positive isotropic curvature and bounded curvature, and satisfies the
restricted isotropic curvature pinching condition ,
a3 ≤ Λa1, c3 ≤ Λc1, b23 ≤ a1c1, (3.1)
(iii) κ-noncollapsed on all scales for some κ > 0.
The purpose of this section is to describe the canonical neighborhood struc-
ture of ancient κ−orbifold solutions.
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3.1 Curvature has null eigenvector
Theorem 3.2. Let (X, gt) be an ancient κ−orbifold solution defined in Definition 3.1
such that the curvature operator has nontrivial null eigenvector somewhere. Then we
have
(i) if X is smooth manifold, then either X = (S3/Γ) ×R, or X = Cσ
Γ′ for some fixed
point free isometric subgroup Γ or Γ′ of S3 and σ is an fixed point free isometry on S3/Γ′
with σ2 = 1;
(ii) if X has singularities, then X is diffeomorphic to S4/(x,±x′) \ B¯. In particular,
X has exactly two singularities.
Proof. Suppose the curvature operator has nontrivial null eigenvector some-
where. Then thenull eigenvectors exist everywhere in space timebyHamilton’s
strong maximum principle [10].
Case 1: X is a smooth manifold.
In this case, it is known from Lemma 3.2 in [5] that the universal cover of
X is S3 ×R. Let Γ be the group of deck transformations. We claim that the sec-
ond components (acting on R isometrically) of Γmust contain no translations.
Otherwise X is compact. Note that the flat R factor does not move during
the Ricci flow, and the spherical factor becomes very large when time goes to
−∞. This contradicts with the κ−noncollapsing assumption. Let Γ = Γ0 ∪ Γ1
where the second components of Γ0 and Γ1 act on R as an identity or reflection
respectively. If Γ1 is empty, X = (S3/Γ)×R,where Γ acts on S3 isometrically and
has no fixed point. If Γ1 is not empty, by picking σ ∈ Γ1x, then it satisfies σ2 ∈ Γ0
and σΓ0 = Γ1. It is clear that X is obtained by taking quotient of (S3/Γ0) ×R by
σ. Hence X = Cσ
Γ0
by using our notation in section 2.
We remark that the (S3/Γ) ×R has two ends, but Cσ
Γ0
has only one end.
Case 2: X is an orbifold with nonempty isolated singularities.
Since X has local geometry of model S3 × R, X must be a global quotient
of S3 × R by [22], namely, X = S3 × R/Γ, where Γ is a subgroup of standard
isometries of S3 ×R.
Note that the fixed points of Γ are isolated. For fixed point z ∈ S3×R, denote
Γz = {γ(z) = z, γ ∈ Γ}. Let Γ0 be the minimal subgroup of Γ containing all Γz.
Then Γ0 is a normal subgroup of Γ.We claim the action ofG = Γ/Γ0 on S3×R/Γ0
has no fixed point. Indeed, if there are some g ∈ Γ and x ∈ S3 × R such that
gΓ0(x) = Γ0(x), this will imply gx = γx for some γ ∈ Γ0. Hence γ−1g ∈ Γx ⊂ Γ0
and g ∈ Γ0.
Pick Γz , {1}. Let Γz = Γ0z ∪ Γ1z where the R components of Γ0z and Γ1z act
on R as an identity or reflection separately. We assume z = (0, o) where 0 ∈ R
and o ∈ S3. Since (0, o) is the unique fixed point of each γ ∈ Γz, this implies
Γ0z = {1}(otherwise a nontrivial element of Γ0z will fix the whole {o} × R), and
Γ1z = {σz},where the S3 component of σz acts antipodally on the geodesic spheres
(isometric to scalings S2) of S3 at o, since σz has no fixed point on the geodesic
spheres.
Note the R components of Γ must contain no translations. If we would
have two elements in Γ whose R components reflecting around points with
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different R coordinates, then this will produce an element in Γ with nontrivial
translation on R factor. This particularly implies that the all fixed points of Γ
have same R coordinates. We may assume these fixed points lie in S3 × {0}.
We denote their reflections by σz, σw, · · · . We can associate an equator (which
is the unique invariant equator) to a σz in an obvious way. Note the action
σzσw on R is trivial. If σx , σy, then σzσw = id on the great circle C defined by
the intersection of their equators, this implies σzσw fixes every point of R × C,
the contradiction shows that there are exactly two fixed points A,B of Γ lying
antipodally on S3.
Let G = Γ/Γ0. We claim G = 1. Indeed, if G , 1, we pick 1 , g ∈ G,
then g is a fixed point free isometry of (R × S3)/Γ0.We must have g(A) = B and
g(B) = A and then g2 = 1. Since g sends geodesics connectingA toB to geodesics
connecting B to A, this implies g sends the RP2 (as quotient of equator by σz in
the above) to itself without fix points. This is impossible. So we have showed
G is trivial. That means (S3 ×R)/Γ0 = X. By using our notation in section 2, X
is diffeomorphic to S4/(x,±x′)\B¯4.We note that in this case X has only one end,
which is diffeomorphic to S3 ×R. 
3.2 Positive curvature operator case
In this section, we investigate the canonical neighborhood structure for all cases
of the ancient κ−orbifold solution. If the orbifold admits no singularity, this
has been done in Theorem 3.8 in [5]. We recall
Theorem 3.3. (Theorem 3.8 in [5]) For every ǫ > 0 one can find positive constants
C1 = C1(ǫ), C2 = C2(ǫ) such that for each point (x, t) in every four-dimensional ancient
κ-manifold solution (for some κ > 0) with restricted isotropic curvature pinching and
with positive curvature operator, there is a radius r, 0 < r < C1(R(x, t))−
1
2 , so that
some open neighborhood Bt(x, r) ⊂ B ⊂ Bt(x, 2r) falls into one of the following three
categories:
(a) B is an evolving ǫ-neck (in the sense that it is the time slice at time t of the
parabolic region {(x′, t′)|x′ ∈ B, t′ ∈ [t − ǫ−2R(x, t)−1, t]} which is, after scaling with
factor R(x, t) and shifting the time t to 0, ǫ-close (in C[ǫ
−1] topology) to the subset
(I× S3)× [−ǫ−2, 0] of the evolving round cylinderR× S3, having scalar curvature one
and length 2ǫ−1 to I at time zero, or
(b) B is an evolving ǫ-cap (in the sense that it is the time slice at the time t of an
evolving metric on open B4 or RP4 \ B4 such that the region outside some suitable
compact subset of B4 or RP4 \ B4 is an evolving ǫ-neck), or
(c) B is a compact manifold (without boundary) with positive curvature operator
(thus it is diffeomorphic to S4 or RP4);
furthermore, the scalar curvature of the ancient κ-solution in B at time t is between
C−12 R(x, t) and C2R(x, t).
The key difficulty in analyzing the local structure of ancient κ−solution is
the collapsing of the solution in the presence of orbifold singularities with big
local uniformization groups. First of all, we need to generalize the concept of
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ε−neck or ε−cap to orbifold solutions with at most isolated singularities, the
point is that we allow a suitable isometric group to act on the usual necks and
caps. Recall in this paper, we define (topologically) that neck is (diffeomorphic
to) S3/Γ × R; and smooth cap is Cσ
Γ
and orbifold cap contains two types: type
I: CΓ, and type II: S4/(x,±x′) \ B¯. The motivation to define the orbifold caps
to contain only the above two types is from the consideration of canonical
neighborhoods in this paper.
Definition 3.4. Fix ε > 0 and a space time point (x, t). Let B ⊂ X be a space open
subset containing x,
(i) we call B an evolving ε-neck around (x, t) if it is the time slice at time t of the
parabolic region {(x′, t′)|x′ ∈ B, t′ ∈ [t − ε−2R(x, t)−1, t]} which satisfies that there is a
diffeomorphismϕ : I× (S3/Γ)→ B such that , after pulling back the solution (ϕ)∗g(·, ·)
to I×S3, scaling with factor R(x, t) and shifting the time t to 0, the solution is ε-close(in
C[ε
−1] topology) to the subset (I× S3)× [−ε−2, 0] of the evolving round cylinderR× S3,
having scalar curvature one and length 2ε−1 to I at time zero,
(ii) we call B an evolving ε-cap if it is the time slice at the time t of an evolving
metric on open smooth caps Cσ
Γ
and orbifold caps of the above two types CΓ and
S4/(x,±x′)\ B¯ such that the region outside some suitable compact subset is an evolving
ε-neck around some point in the sense of (i).
Let us start with the following elliptic type curvature estimate for our orb-
ifold solution. The idea of proof is to find out a global uniformaization space
which is not collapsed and investigate the isometric group action on it.
Proposition 3.5. There is a universal positive function ω : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) such that
for any an ancient κ−orbifold solution on 4-orbifold X, we have
R(x, t) ≤ R(y, t)ω(R(y, t)dt(x, y)2)
for any x, y ∈ X, t ∈ (−∞, 0].
Proof. This proposition for the case that X is a smooth manifold has been estal-
ished in [5] (see Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.3 in [5]). Thus we may always
assume that X has at least one (orbifold) singularity.
Case 1: Curvature operator has zero (eigenvalue) somewhere. Then by
section 3.1, the scalar curvature is constant. So the proposition holds trivially
in this case.
Case 2: X is compact with positive curvature operator. By the work of
Hamilton, if we continue to evolve the metric, the metric will become rounder
and rounder. On the other hand, by our κ−noncollasing assumption, and the
compactness theorem of [14], we can extract a convergent subsequence to get
a limit which is compact and round. From this, we know the orbifold X is
diffeomorphic to a compact orbifold with positive constant sectional curvature
and with at most isolated singularities. By [22], there is a finite subgroup
G ⊂ ISO(S4) of isometries of S4 such that S4/G is diffeomorphic to X. Let
π : S4 → X be the naturally defined smooth map, and g˜(·, t) = π∗g(·, t) be
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the induced G invariant solution of Ricci flow on smooth manifold S4. Now
we check the κ−noncollapsing of g˜. Suppose R˜(·, t) ≤ r−2 on B˜t0(x˜, r) for all
t ∈ [t0 − r2, t0]. Let x = π(x˜) ∈ X, γ be a geodesic in X of length ≤ rwith x = γ(0).
Thenγ has a lift of geodesic γ˜ (whichmaynot be unique) in S4with λ˜(0) = x˜, and
L(γ˜) = L(γ). This fact implies π : B˜t0(x˜, r) → Bt0(x, r) is surjective. This implies
the curvature of X is still bounded by r−2 on Bt0(x, r) × [t0 − r2, t0], and hence
volt0(B˜(x˜, r)) ≥ volt0(B(x, r)) ≥ κr4 by the κ−noncollapsing assumption. So we
have showed that the solution g˜ is an ancient κ−solution on smooth manifold.
By [5] (Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.3 in [5]), g˜(·, t) is k0−noncollapsed for
some universal constant k0. Furthermore, there is a universal positive function
ω such that
R˜(x˜, t) ≤ R˜(y˜, t)ω(R˜(y˜, t)d˜t(x˜, y˜)2) (3.2)
for the curvature of induced Ricci flow g˜(·, t) at any two points x˜, y˜ ∈ R4, t ∈
(0,∞]. For any pair of points x, y ∈ X, we draw minimal geodesic γ connecting
x, y in X, γ can be lifted to a geodesic γ˜ ⊂ R4 connecting two points x˜ ∈
Φ˜−1(x), y˜ = Φ˜−1(y). Since d˜(x˜, y˜) ≤ L(γ˜) = d(x, y) and R(x, t) = R(x˜, t) and R(y, t) =
R˜(y˜, t), by (3.2), we get
R(x, t) ≤ R(y, t)ω(R(y, t)dt(x, y)2).
Case 3: We assume X is noncompact and has positive curvature operator.
Let P be a fixed singularity of X. We define a Busemann function ϕ at time −1
in the following way:
ϕ(x) = sup
γ
lim
s→+∞
(s − d−1(x, γ(s)))
where the sup is taken over all normal geodesic ray γ originating from P. It
is well-known that ϕ is convex (with respect to the metric at time −1) and of
Lipschitz constant ≤ 1 and proper. Deforming ϕ by the heat equation
∂u
∂t
= △tu
with u|t=−1 = ϕ. By a straightforward computation, we have
∂
∂t
ui j = △ui j + gkmglnRik jlumn − 1
2
(gklRikul j + g
klR jkul j)
where ui j = ∇2i ju are the Hessian of u.Noting the curvature operator is positive,
by maximum principle, we have ∇2u ≥ 0 is preserved. Moreover we have
∇2u > 0 at t = 0 by the following reasons. The kernel of ∇2u is a parallel
distribution by strong maximum principle of Hamilton [10]. If the kernel is
nontrivial, then either the space splits productR×Σ locally or the space admits
a linear function (∇2u = 0). Both cases have contradictionwith the strict positive
curvature operator.
Nowwe fix the time t = 0.Notice that u is still a proper function, so by strict
convexity of u, we know u has a unique critical point, which is the minimal
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point. We claim the minimal point is just the singular point P we specified in
the beginning. Hence there are no other singularities. The argument is in the
following. Let π : U˜ → U, U = U˜/Γ be the local uniformization near P. Then
u˜ = u◦π is Γ invariant, andwe have dγ(∇u)(P) = ∇u(P) for any γ ∈ Γ. Since Γ has
isolated fixed point, we have
∑
γ∈Γ dγ(∇u)(P) = 0 and ∇u(P) = 0 consequently.
Let ξ = ∇u|∇u| be a vector field which is singular at P. Now we consider the
map Φ : CpX = Cone(S
3/Γ)→ X defined by
Φ(v, s) = αv(s)
where αv(s) is the integral curve of ξ with αv(0) = P and α′v(0) = v. By
using∇2u(P) > 0, the ∇u|∇u| can take any value, so the above map is defined.
Clearly,Φ is a global orbifold diffeomorphim. We define Φ˜ : R4 = Cone(S3)→ X
by
Φ˜ = Φ · π
where π : Cone(S3)→ Cone(S3/Γ) is the natural projection. Define
g˜(·, t) = Φ˜∗g(·, t).
Then g˜(·, t) is a smooth complete ancient κ solution on smooth manifolds R4
with positive curvature operator and restricted isotropic pinching condition.
Moreover by [5] again, g˜(·, t) is k0 noncollapsed for some universal constant k0,
and same argument as in Case 2 completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.6. Let gt be an ancient κ−orbifold solution on complete noncompact 4-
orbifold X with positive curvature operator and nonempty isolated singularities, then
there is at most one singularity and there is a finite group of isometries Γ ⊂ ISO(R4)
of standard R4, such that O is the only fixed point for any element of Γ, and X is
diffeomorphic to R4/Γ as orbifolds.
Theorem 3.7. For every ε > 0 one can find positive constants C1 = C1(ε), C2 =
C2(ε) such that for each point (x, t) in every complete noncompact four-dimensional
ancient κ-orbifold solution with positive curvature operator, there is a radius r,
1
C1
(R(x, t))−
1
2 < r < C1(R(x, t))−
1
2 , so that some open neighborhood Bt(x, r) ⊂ B ⊂
Bt(x, 2r) falls into one of the following two categories:
(a) B is an evolving ε-neck around (x, t),
(b) B is an evolving ε-cap of Type I.
Moreover, the scalar curvature in B at time t is between C−1
2
R(x, t) and C2R(x, t).
Proof. We denote the unique singularity by O. By corollary 3.6, X is diffeo-
morphic to X˜/Γ, where X˜ is diffeomorphic to R4, and Γ ⊂ ISO(R4) fixes the
origin, denoted also by O. Let g˜ be the pulled back solution on X˜, which is a
Γ− invariant solution on X˜.Note that the solution g˜ is also κ−noncollapsed and
therefore κ0−noncollapsed for some universal κ0 > 0 by theorem 3.5 in [5]. Fix
time t = 0. Now by the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [5], there is a point x0 ∈ X˜,
such that for any given small ǫ > 0, there is a constantD(ǫ) > 0 depending only
on ǫ such that any (x, 0) satisfying R(x0, 0)d0(x, x0)2 ≥ D(ǫ) admits an evolving
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ǫ-neck around it. We scale the solution so that R(x0, 0) = 1. In the following, we
describe the canonical parametrization of necks which was given by Hamilton
in the section C of [11]. We will use Hamilton’s canonical parametrization to
parametrize all the points outside a ball of radius D(ǫ) + 1 centered at x0 by a
canonical diffeomorphism Φ from S3 × I, where I ∈ R is an interval.
For any z ∈ X˜ with d0(z, x0)2 ≥ D(ǫ), there is a unique constant mean curva-
ture hypersurface Sz ∈ X˜ passing through z. Each (Sz, g˜) can be parametrized
by a harmonic diffeomorphism from standard sphere (S3, g¯) to it, since the (in-
duced) metrics g˜ and g¯ is very close. The coordinate function of factor R ∋ s
can also be uniquely chosen in the following way: let
area(S3 × {s}, g˜) = vol(S3)r(s)3,
we require function s satisfies
Vol(S3 × [s1, s2], g˜) = vol(S3)
∫ s2
s1
r(s)3ds.
Notice that the above harmonic diffeomorphisms are unique up to a rotations
of (S3, g¯), since the induced metrics are close to the standard one. We require if
V¯ is an infinitesimal rotation on (S3×{z}, g¯), andW is the unit vector field which
is g˜ orthonormal to the sphere S3 × {z}, then∫
S3×{z}
g¯(V¯,W) = 0. (3.3)
The above parameterization Φ : S3 × (A,B) → X˜ can be extended on one
end so that it covers all points outside a ball of radius D(ǫ) + 1 centered at x0.
Without loss of generality, we assume as z → B, the points on the manifold X˜
divergent to infinity.
Let gˆ = Φ∗ g˜. Let γ ∈ Γ, and γˆ = Φ−1γΦ. Since γ is an isometry of g˜, it
sends constant mean curvature spheres to constant mean curvature spheres.
So γˆ preserves the foliation of the horizontal spheres. So the uniqueness of
harmonic maps in this case implies γˆ is isometry in S3 factor. The specific
choice of coordinate s ∈ R implies the R component of γˆ is an isometry of R,
and independent of the factor S3. The (3.3) straighten out the rotations so that
they align themselves to a global isometry of the standard S3 × I, I = (A,B).
So the group Γˆ = Φ−1ΓΦ acts isometrically on S3 × I with the standard metric.
We claim the R factors of Γˆ have no translations. Indeed, suppose there is one
γˆ ∈ Γˆ such that theR factor of γˆ is a translation s 7→ s+ Lwith L > 0.Otherwise
we consider γˆ−1. So any point in finite region will be mapped to very far by γˆm
as m → ∞. Since the γˆm are isometries, and the manifold at infinity splits off a
line, we conclude the curvature operator is not strictly positive in finite region.
This is a contradiction with our assumption. TheR factors of Γˆ also contain no
reflections, otherwise the manifold will contain two ends and splits off a line
globally. So we conclude that Γˆ only acts on the factor S3. This implies that the
above parametrization descents to a parametrization φ : S3/Γ × (A,B)→ X.
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Since as ε→ 0, after normalizations, metric gˆwill converge in C∞
loc
topology
to the standard one. This implies the following fact: for any given ε > 0, there
is ε˜ > 0 such that if ǫ < ε˜, then for any point P ∈ S3 × (A,B), the metric gˆ on
S3 × (A,B) around P is ε− close to the standard one after scaling with the factor
Rˆ(P).
We can also show the point O has distance ≤
√
D(ǫ) + 1 with x0. Indeed, if
d0(x0,O) ≥
√
D(ǫ)+1, thenO is covered by the parameterizationΦ : S3×(A,B)→
X˜. LetO = Φ(x¯, s¯), x¯ ∈ S3, s¯ ∈ (A,B). Since the group Γˆ only acts on the factor S3,
we conclude that Γˆ fixes every point on {x¯} × (A,B). This is a contradiction.
Nowwe are ready to prove the theorem. For the given ε > 0, there is a ε˜ > 0
defined in the above. For any point x ∈ X with d0(O, x) ≥ 2D( 12 ε˜), a suitable
portion S3/Γ × (A′B′) of S3/Γ × (A,B) in the above parametrization will give a
ε− neck neighborhood of x. Let x˜ ∈ X˜ satisfy d0(x˜,O) = 10D( 12 ε˜), denote the
constant mean curvature hypersurface passing through x˜ by Σ. By Theorem
G1.1 in [11], Σ bounds a open setΩwhich is differentiable ball B4 in X˜.Ω is Γ−
invariant, andΩ/Γ contains an ε− neck with its end. The curvature estimate on
Ω/Γ follows from the above Proposition 3.5. Thus we only need to show Ω/Γ
is diffeomorphic to the orbifold cap CΓ of type I.
Let ϕ : X → R be the Busemann function at time t = 0 on X constructed
around the singular point O. Let uδ be a family of strictly convex smooth
perturbation of ϕ as in Proposition 3.5 such that u0 = ϕ. By considering the
integral curves of uδ as in Proposition 3.5, one can show the level sets u
−1
δ
(c) of
uδ diffeomorphic to CΓ.
Let f be the function of coordinate R on the parametrization φ : S3/Γ ×
(A,B) → X. By a geometric argument, one can show ∇ϕ is almost parallel
(with error controlled by ε) to the ∇ f , and so does ∇uδ for small δ. By blending
the function uδ and a multiple of f by a bump function, we get a function ψ,
whose gradient curves gave a diffeomorphism from f−1(−∞, c′] and u−1
δ
(−∞, c]
by Morse theory. This particularly shows that Ω/Γ is diffeomorphic to CΓ. The
proof of the theorem is completed. 
We summarize the results obtained in this section:
Theorem3.8. For every ε > 0 one can find positive constants C1 = C1(ε), C2 = C2(ε),
such that for every four-dimensional ancient κ-orbifold solution (X, gt), for each
point (x, t), there is a radius r, 1C1 (R(x, t))
− 12 < r < C1(R(x, t))−
1
2 , so that some open
neighborhood Bt(x, r) ⊂ B ⊂ Bt(x, 2r) falls into one of the following two categories:
(a) B is an evolving ε-neck around (x, t),
(b) B is an evolving ε-cap,
(c) X is diffeomorphic to a closed spherical orbifold S4/Γ with at most isolated
singularities.
Moreover, the scalar curvature in B at case (a) and (b) at time t is between C−1
2
R(x, t)
and C2R(x, t).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.7, we only need to consider the case
when X is compact with positive curvature operator. In this case, we continue
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to evolve the metric by Ricci flow. Since the scalar curvature is strictly positive,
the solution will blow up in finite time. By using the κ−noncollapsing in [18]
and the compactness theorem in [14], we can scale the solution in space time
around a sequence of points and extract a convergent subsequence. Moreover,
the limit is still an orbifold with at most isolated singularities by [14]. By the
pinching estimate of Hamilton [10], the Riemannian metric in the limit orbifold
has constant sectional curvature. So it is a global quotient of sphere. 
4 Surgerical solutions
4.1 Surgery at first singular time
Since the scalar curvature at initial time is strictly positive, it follows from the
maximum principle and the evolution equation of the scalar curvature that the
curvature must blow up at some finite time 0 < T < ∞. Note that the canonical
structures of ancient κ−orbifold solutions have been completely described in
the last section. Combining with a technical geometric lemma (Proposition 6.1
in the appendix), we have the similar singularity structure theorem before time
T as in the manifold case (see Theorem 4.1 in [5]).
Theorem 4.1. Given small ε > 0, there is r = r(T) > 0 depending on ε,T and the
initial metric such that for any point (x0, t0) with Q = R(x0, t0) ≥ r−2, the solution in
the parabolic region {(x, t) ∈ X × [0,T)|d2t0(x, x0) < ε−2Q−1, t0 − ε−2Q−1 < t ≤ t0} is,
after scaling by the factor Q, ε-close (in C[ε
−1]-topology) to the corresponding subset of
some ancient κ-orbifold solution with restricted isotropic curvature pinching (2.3) and
with at most isolated orbifold singularities.
Proof. First of all, we may assume the orbifold is not diffeomorphic to a spher-
ical orbifold S4/Γ, otherwise we are in case c) in Theorem 3.8. We argue by
contradiction as in manifold case [5].
We choose a point (x0, t0) almost critically violating the conclusion of the
theorem. We scale the solution around (x0, t0) with factor R(x0, t0) and shift the
time t0 to 0. The key point of the proof is to bound the curvature. Note that we
still have κ−noncollapsing condition (Lemma2.3), and compactness theorem
[14] for κ−noncollapsed Ricci flow solutions on orbifolds with isolated singu-
larities. By the canonical neighborhood decomposition theorem for ancient
κ− solutions, we can show the curvature is bounded in bounded normalized
distancewith x0. The boundedness of curvature on the limit space follows from
Proposition 6.1. We have all the ingredients we need to mimic the same proof
in the manifold case [5] to show that we can extract a convergent subsequence
which converges to an ancient κ-orbifold solution. This is a contradiction. 
We denote byΩ the open set of points where curvature become bounded as
t→ ∞. Denote by g¯ the limit of gt on Ω as t→ T.
Fix 0 < δ << ε, and let ρ = ρ(T) = δr(T), and Ωρ = {x ∈ X | R¯ ≤ ρ−2}. If Ωρ
is empty, then by Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.8, X is either diffeomorphic to a
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spherical orbifold S4/Γ with at most isolated singularities, or X is covered by
ε− necks and ε− caps. For the latter case, if there occurs no caps, X is covered
by ε− necks, hence diffeomorphic to S3/Γ× S1 or S3/Γ× fS1; if there are caps, we
have four types of caps: Cσ
Γ
,CΓ, S4/(x,±x′)\B¯4,B4 and henceX is diffeomorphic
to either smooth manifolds S4, RP4, Cσ
Γ
∪ f Cσ′Γ′ ,or one of the orbifolds CσΓ ∪ f CΓ′ ,
CΓ ∪ f CΓ′ , S4/(x,±x′), S4/(x,±x′)#RP4, S4/(x,±x′)#S4/(x,±x′). So we conclude
that if Ωρ is empty, the X is diffeomorphic to a spherical orbifold S
4/Γ with at
most isolated singularities or a connected sum of two spherical orbifolds S4/Γ1
and S4/Γ2 with atmost isolated singularities. While if the solution, near the time
T, has positive curvature operator, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.8 that
X is diffeomorphic to a spherical orbifold with at most isolated singularities.
Thus, when Ωρ is empty or the solution becomes to have positive curvature
operator everywhere, we stop the the procedure here and say that the solution
becomes extinct.
We then may assume that Ωρ , φ and any point outside Ωρ has a ε−neck
or ε−cap neighborhood. We are interested in those ε−horns H ( consisting of
ε−necks) whose one end is in Ωρ and the curvature becomes unbounded on
other end. We will perform surgeries on these horns. First of all, we need the
existence of finer necks(than ε) in the ε−horn H. The reason to find a finer neck
to perform surgeries is to quantitatively control the accumulations of the errors
caused by surgeries.
Proposition 4.2. For the arbitrarily given small 0 < δ << ε, there is an 0 < h < δρ
depending only on δ and ε, and independent of non-collapsing parameter κ such that
if a point x on the ε−horn H whose finite end is in Ωρ has curvature ≥ h−2, then there
is a δ−neck around it.
The argument is a bit different from Lemma 5.2 in [5]. The reason is that,
the canonical neighborhoods in [5] are universally non-collapsed, but in the
present situation we do not know it a priori.
Proof. There is a fixed point free finite group of isometries Γ ∈ ISO(S3) so that
we can apply Hamilton’s parametrization to parametrize the whole H, ΦΓ :
(S3/Γ)×(A,B)→ H,whereΦΓ is a diffeomorphism. Denote byΦ : S3×(A,B)→ H
the natural projection. Without loss of generality, we assume Φ(S3 × {s}) has
nonempty intersection with Ωρ as s → A, and curvature becomes unbounded
as s → B. To prove the claim, we argue by contradiction. Suppose x j ∈ H is a
sequence of points with R¯(x j) ≥ h−2 → ∞ but x j has no δ−neck neighborhood.
We pull back the solution to S3×(A,B), scalewith factor R¯(x j) around x j, shift the
time T to 0.Note the rescaled solution on S3× (A,B) is smooth (without orbifold
singularities) and uniformly non-collapsed. We apply the same argument of
step 2 in Theorem 4.1 in [5] to show that the curvature is bounded in any fixed
finite ball around point x j for the rescaled solution, otherwise we get a piece of
non-flat nonnegatively curvedmetric cone as a blowup limit, which contradicts
withHamilton’s strongmaximumprinciple(see [10]). This implies the two ends
of S3 × (A,B) are very far from point x j (in the normalized distance). We then
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extract (around (x¯ j,T)) a convergent subsequence so that the limit splits off a
line by the Toponogov splitting theorem. By (3.1), the limit is the standard
S3 × R. Since the solution is Γ invariant, it descends to H and gives a δ−neck
around x j as j large enough. This is a contradiction. 
Let us describe the Hamilton’s surgery along the δ−neck N with scalar
curvature h in the center x¯.Weassume thenormalization (of S3×(A,B)with some
factor) is so that the metric h−2Φ∗g on (x¯, s0) ∈ S3 × (A,B) is δ′ close to standard
neck metric ds2 = dz2 + ds2
S3
on S3 × R of scalar curvature 1, where δ′ = δ′(δ)
satisfies lim
δ→0
δ′ = 0.We assume the center of the δ−neck has R coordinate z = 0.
The surgery is to cut open the neck (in Hamilton’s parametrization) and glue
back caps (B4, g˜) by conformal pinching the metric g¯ and bending it with the
standard cap metric (see [5] and [11]). We describe the construction on the left
hand (of coordinate R)(corresponding to the finite part connectting to Ωρ)
g˜ =

g¯, z = 0,
e−2 f g¯, z ∈ [0, 2],
ϕe−2 f g¯ + (1 − ϕ)e−2 fh2g0, z ∈ [2, 3],
h2e−2 f g0, z ∈ [3, c′],
where f is some fixed function and g0 is the standard metric. We also perform
the same surgery procedure on the right hand with parameters z˜ ∈ [0, 4] (z˜ =
8 − z).
Since the group Γ acts isometrically on the factor S3 of S3 × R, the above
surgery procedure on Hamilton’s parametrization descends to a surgery on the
spaceX by cutting off a δ−neck and gluing back two orbifold capsCΓ separately.
We call the above procedure as a δ-cutoff surgery.
Now at least the proof of justification of pinching estimates of Hamilton can
be carried through without changing a word.
Lemma 4.3. (Hamilton [11] D3.1, Justification of the pinching assumption)
There are universal positive constants δ0, such that for any T˜ there is a constant
h0 > 0 depending on the initial metric and T˜ such that if we perform above δ-cutoff
surgery at a δ-neck of radius h at time T ≤ T˜ with δ < δ0 and h−2 ≥ h−20 , such that
after the surgery, the pinching condition (2.2) still holds at all points at time T.
4.2 A priori assumptions
We can define the notion of Ricci flow with surgeries in the same way as in [5]
by replacing manifolds with orbifolds with at most isolated singularities. As
in [5], the solutions to Ricci flow with surgery in this paper are obtained by
performing concrete surgeries. We cut open a neck in a horn and glue back two
caps. This makes the all connected components after surgeries are also closed
orbifolds with at most isolated singularities. Notice that each neck in the horn
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is diffeomorphic to S3/Γ. If Γ is trivial, we glue the usual caps B4; if Γ is no
trivial, we glue back orbifold caps CΓ, this produces new orbifold singularities
(tips of the caps).
To understand the topology, we are interested in the solutions with good
properties. Namely, we would like to construct a long time solution satisfy-
ing the a priori assumptions consisting of the pinching assumption and the
canonical neighborhood assumption.
Pinching assumption: There exist positive constants ρ,Λ,P < +∞ such that
there hold
a1 + ρ > 0 and c1 + ρ > 0, (5.1)
max{a3, b3, c3} ≤ Λ(a1 + ρ) and max{a3, b3, c3} ≤ Λ(c1 + ρ), (5.2)
and
b3√
(a1 + ρ)(c1 + ρ)
≤ 1 + Λe
Pt
max{log √(a1 + ρ)(c1 + ρ), 2} , (5.3)
everywhere.
Canonical neighborhood assumption (with accuracy ε): Let gt be a solution
to the Ricci flow with surgery staring with (2.1). For the given ε > 0, there exist
two constants C1(ε), C2(ε) and a non-increasing positive function r on [0,+∞) with
the following properties. For every point (x, t) where the scalar curvature R(x, t)
is at least r−2(t), there is an open neighborhood B, Bt(x, r) ⊂ B ⊂ Bt(x, 2r) with
0 < σ < C1(ε)R(x, t)−
1
2 , which falls into one of the following three categories:
(a) B is a strong ε-neck,
(b) B is an ε-cap,
(c) at time t, X is diffeomorphic to a closed spherical orbifold S4/Γ with at most
isolated singularities.
Moreover, for (a) and (b), the scalar curvature in B at time t is between C−12 R(x, t) and
C2R(x, t), and satisfies the gradient estimate
|∇R| < ηR 32 and |∂R
∂t
| < ηR2,
where η is a universal constant and the definitions of ε−cap and strong ε−neck will
be given in the next paragraph.
Wegive the precise definitions of ε−cap, and strong ε−neck in the following.
First, we say an open set B on an orbifold is an ε−neck if there is a diffeomor-
phism ϕ : I × (S3/Γ) → B such that the pulled back metric (ϕ)∗g, scaling with
some factor, is ε-close (in C[ε
−1] topology) to the standard metric I× (S3/Γ) with
scalar curvature 1 and I = (−ε−1, ε−1). An open set B is ε−cap if B is diffeomor-
phic to smooth cap B4, Cσ
Γ
, orbifold cap of Type I , II, CΓ or S4/(x,±x′)\B¯4, and
the region around the end is an ε−neck. A strong ε−neck B at (x, t) is the time
slice at time t of the parabolic region {(x′, t′)|x′ ∈ B, t′ ∈ [t − R(x, t)−1, t]} where
the solution is well-defined and has the property that there is a diffeomorphism
ϕ : I × (S3/Γ) → B such that , the pulling back solution (ϕ)∗g(·, ·) scaling with
factor R(x, t) and shifting the time t to 0, is ε-close(in C[ε
−1] topology) to the
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subset (I × S3/Γ) × [−1, 0] of the evolving round cylinder R × (S3/Γ), having
scalar curvature one and length 2ε−1 to I at time zero.
In order to take limits for surgerical orbifold solutions, we need the non-
collapsed condition. Let κ be a positive constant. We say the solution is
κ−noncollapsed on the scales less than ρ if it satisfies the following property:
if
|Rm(·, ·)| ≤ r−2
on P(x0, t0, r,−r2) = {(x′, t′) | x′ ∈ Bt′ (x0, r), t′ ∈ [t0 − r2, t0]} and r < ρ, then we
have
Volt0(Bt0(x0, r)) ≥ κr4.
Sincewe are dealing with solutions with surgeries, the parabolic neighborhood
P(x0, t0, r,−r2) is a little bizarre, the condition |Rm(x, t)| ≤ r−2 is imposed on the
place where the solution is defined.
We will inductively construct a long time solution g(t) satisfying the a priori
assumptions. In section 4.1, we actually have constructed a solution satisfying
a priori assumptions for a period of time. In order to extend our solution
for a longer time inductively, we need to do surgery repeatly. In particular,
we need that there exist sufficient fine necks in horns of surgical solutions
and the estimate has to be quantitative. The following statement is similar to
Proposition 4.2, but the situation is a bit different, since we are dealing with
solutions with surgery.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose we have a solution to the Ricci flow with surgery on (0,T)
satisfying the a priori assumptions in the above, and the solution becomes singular as
t→ T. For the arbitrarily given small 0 < δ << ε, there is an 0 < h < δρ(T) = δ2r(T)
depending only on δ, ε, and r(T) such that if at the time T, a point x on a ε−horn H
whose finite end is in Ωρ(T) has curvature ≥ h−2, then there is a δ−neck around it.
Proof. We observe that the canonical neighborhoods of the points in the ε−
horn H (far from the end) are all strong ε− necks. The the solution around
any point x¯ on H with R(x¯,T) ≥ h−2 has existed for a previous time interval
(T − R(x¯,T)−1,T). Suppose the proposition is not true. We use Hamilton’s
parametrization Φ : S3 × (A,B) → H to pull back the solution on S3 × (A,B).
By the same argument of Proposition 4.2, we extract a convergent subsequence
from the parabolic scalings around suitable points x¯ with R(x¯,T) ≥ h−2 → ∞.
The limit solution is just the standard solution on S3 × R which exists at least
on the time interval (−1, 0] after shifting the origin. Moreover, the solution on
all points (on the original space) at normalized time −1 + 1100 still has strong
ε−neck neighborhoods and the scalar curvature is ≤ 1 as h−1 → ∞. So we can
actually extract a subsequence so that the limit solution is defined at least on
[−2, 0]. Since the solution is Γ−invariant, this gives a δ−neck as h−1 is very large.
This is a contradiction. 
Now we justify the uniform κ−noncollapsing under the assumption of
canonical neighborhoods with accuracy ε for some parameter r˜ which may
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be very small. The key point is that even if we perform δ−cutoff surgeries with
sufficient fine δwhich depends on r˜, the noncollapsing constant κwe obtained
is uniform and independent of r˜. In Lemma 5.5 in [5], the same estimate was
deduced when the space is smooth. The fact that the canonical neighborhoods
in [5] are not collapsed played a crucial role in the proof there. In the current
context, at a priori, the canonical neighborhoods may be sufficiently collapsed.
We need a different argument. Our idea is the following. When the scale is not
too small comparing with the canonical neighborhood parameter r˜,we observe
that the surgery is performed far away and the argument of Perelman’s Jaco-
bian comparison theorem can be modified to apply as in the smooth case [5].
When the scale is small, we first show the space has a canonical geometric neck
near the point and then extend the canonical geometric neck to form a long
geometric tube so that the other end of the tube has a neck of big scale. After
showing the neck with big scale is noncollapsing, we will get a control on the
order of the fundamental group of the neck which in turn gives the control on
the noncollapsing of the original neck with small scale.
Lemma4.5. Given a compact four-orbifold with positive isotropic curvature and given
small ε > 0 and a positive integer l. Suppose we have constructed the sequences δ0 > 0,
δ˜ j > 0, r j > 0, κ j > 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1, such that any solution to the Ricci flow with
surgery on [0,T),with T ∈ [lε2, (l+ 1)ε2) and with the four-orbifold as the initial data,
obtained by δ(t)-cutoff surgeries with δ(t) ≤ δ0, satisfies the following three properties:
(i) the pinching assumption holds on [0,T),
(ii) if δ(t) ≤ δ˜ j on [ jε2, ( j + 1)ε2], for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1, then the canonical
neighborhood assumption (with accuracy ε) holds with parameter r j > 0 on each
[ jε2, ( j + 1)ε2] for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1;
(iii) if δ(t) ≤ δ˜ j on [ jε2, ( j+1)ε2], for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l−1, then it is κ j > 0 noncollapsed
on [ jε2, ( j + 1)ε2] for all scales less than ε, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1.
Then there exists a κl = κl(κl−1, rl−1, ε) > 0 and for any r˜ > 0, there exists
δ˜l = δ˜l(κl−1, r˜, ε) > 0 such that any solution to Ricci flow with δ(t)−cutoff surgeries on
[0,T′) for some T′ ∈ [lε2, (l + 1)ε2] is κl-noncollapsed on [(l − 1)ε2,T′) for all scales
less than ε, if
(a) it satisfies the canonical neighborhood assumption (with accuracy ε) with pa-
rameter r˜ on [lε2,T′);
(b) for each t ∈ [lε2,T′), on each connected components of the solution, there is a
point x on it such that R(x, t) ≤ r˜−2;
(c) δ(t) ≤ δ˜ j on [ jε2, ( j + 1)ε2], for 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1, and δ(t) ≤ δ˜l on [(l − 1)ε2,T′).
Proof. Suppose R(·, ·) ≤ r−2
0
on P(x0, t0, r0,−r20) = {(x′, t′) | x′ ∈ Bt′ (x0, r), t′ ∈
[t0 − r2, t0]},we will estimate volt0(Bt0(x0, r0))/r40 from below.
Step 1: In this step, we deal with the estimates on scales not too small
comparing with r˜. We assume r0 ≥ r˜C(ε) , where C(ε) is some fixed constant (to
be determined later) depending only on ε. In this case, we adapt the proof of
Lemma 5.5 in [5] as follows.
Since the surgeries occur in place where the curvature is bigger than δ−2 r˜−2,
which is much larger than r˜−2, we first modify the argument of Lemma 5.5 in
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[5] to show any L geodesic γ(τ), τ ∈ [0, τ¯) (τ¯ ≤ t0− (l−1)ε2), starting from (x0, t0)
with reduced length ≤ ε−1, stays far away from the placewhere surgeries occur.
More precisely, we claim that if some γ(τ0) is not far from some cap which is
glued by surgery procedure at time t = t0 − τ0, then the reduced length of γ
defined by
1
2
√
τ¯
∫ τ¯
0
√
τ(R(γ(τ), τ) + |γ˙(τ)|2)dτ
is ≥ 25ε−1.
This estimate for manifold case was established in (5.8) on page 238 of
[5]. Let us recall the proof of this estimate for the manifold case given in [5].
Note that the place performed δ− cutoff surgery is deeply inside the horn under
normalization and theparabolic regionP(x0, t0, r0,−r20) is far from it by curvature
estimates for canonical neighborhoods. Thus at the time t = t0 − τ0, the point
γ(τ0) lies deeply inside a very long tube and the segment γ(τ), τ ∈ [0, τ0], tends
to escape from the tube. If γ(τ) escapes from the very long tube within short
time ≤ CR(x1, t0 − τ0)−1 from τ0, where C is some universal constant and x1 is
a point in the neck where surgery takes place, then
∫ τ¯
0
|γ˙(τ)|2dτ contributes a
big quantity to the above integral since the tube is quite long. However if γ(τ)
stays a while≥ CR(x1, t0−τ0)−1 on the long tube, then
∫ τ¯
0
Rdτ contributes a large
quantity to the above integral, since for any 1 > ζ > 0,we have the estimate
R(x, t) ≥ R(x1, t0 − τ0) Const.n−1
2 − R(x1, t0 − τ0)(t − t0 + τ0)
on γ |[τ0− n−12 (1−ζ)R(x1 ,t0),τ0],when δ is small enough and γ(τ) stays not far from the
cap.
All the above arguments of [5] still work in our present orbifold case except
the verification of the last statement on the estimate of the scalar curvature on
the tube. In [5], the proof of the above estimate on the scalar curvature on the
tube was given as follows. Recale the solution with factor R(x1, t0 − τ0) around
(x0, t0 − τ0). Since the necks in the manifold case of [5] are not collapsed, we
can extract a convergent limit as δ → ∞. The limit, called standard solution,
is rotationally symmetric, exists exactly on the time interval [0, n−12 ) and has
curvature estimates Const.n−1
2 −s
at time s. But in the current orbifold case, at a priori,
wedonot knowwhether thenecks in the canonical neighborhoods are collapsed
or not. Our new argument is to use Hamilton’s canonical parametrization for
(the part of) horn: Φ : S3 × (−L, L) such that the surgery is taken place on [0, 4),
and there is finite group Γ of global isometric actions of S3, such that Φ is Γ
invariant, and Φ : S3/Γ × (−L, L) is diffeomorphic to its image and each S3/Γ is
mapped to a constant mean curvature hypersurface. Moreover the pull back
metric on S3 × (−L, L) (after scaling) is very close to the standard cylinder. We
perform a standard surgery on S3 × (−L, L) by cutting open the neck and glue
back a cap, denote the resulting space by Y. Clearly, we can require Φ to be
extended and defined on Y to the space after surgery, and the pull back metric
is close to the standard capped infinite cylinder. We pull back the solution also
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to Y.Note that the gradient estimate in the canonical neighborhood assumption
implies a curvature bound for the solutions. Then as δ → 0, we can apply
the uniqueness theorem [4] to show that the solutions on Y around point near
the cap converge to a standard solution. So the above estimate on the scalar
curvature also holds in our present case.
After proving that any L geodesic of reduced length < 25ε−1 does not
touch the surgery region, one can apply the same argument of Lemma 5.5 in
[5] of using Perelman’s Jacobian comparison to bound volt0(Bt0(x0, r0))/r
4
0
from
below by constant depending only on ε, κl−1, rl−1 ( see [5], pages 238-241, for the
details).
Step 2: In this step, we deal with the estimates on scales less than r˜C(ε) . This
case is easier in [5] because the space has no singularities and the canonical
neighborhoods are not collapsed there. In our present orbifold case, at a priori,
the canonical neighborhoods in our definitions may be sufficiently collapsed.
So we need a new argument.
Clearly, we may assume R(x′, t′) = r−2
0
for some point on P(x0, t0, r0,−r20) =
{(x′, t′) | x′ ∈ Bt′ (x0, r), t′ ∈ [t0 − r2, t0]}, otherwise we enlarge r0. Since r0 ≤ r˜C(ε) ,
by the definition of canonical neighborhoods, we can choose C(ε) large enough
so that every point in Bt0(x0, r0) has curvature ≥ r˜−2. In particular, the point x0
at the time t0 has a canonical neighborhood, which is a strong ε-neck or ε−cap.
For both cases, the canonical neighborhood contain an ε-neck N which is close
to (−ε−1, ε−1) × (S3/Γ). Clearly, in order to get the κ−noncollapsing, we only
need to bound the order |Γ| of the group Γ from above.
Now we consider one of the boundaries ∂N of N. Since the curvature is
≥ r˜−2 there, there is an ε−neck or ε−cap adjacent toN. If it is the ε− cap adjacent
to N, we stop for this end and consider the other boundary of N. If it is a ε−
neck adjacent (denoted by N′) to N, and N′ contains a point having curvature
≤ C(ε)2r˜−2, then we also stop. Otherwise, N ∪ N′ form a longer (topological)
neck, we consider the boundary of N′ and continue the argument. We do the
same argument for the another boundary ofN. Since there is a point x¯ on space
such that R(x¯, t0) ≤ r˜−2 by assumption (b), there must be an extension of one
boundary of N such that the final adjacent neck or cap having a point with
curvature ≤ C(ε)2r˜−2. By canonical neighborhood assumption, the curvature at
the final neck or cap are≤ C(ε)2r˜−2.We conclude that there is a tube T consisting
of ε− necks such that T contains the initial neckN and another ε−neckN1 where
the curvatures are ≤ C(ε)2r˜−2. By step 1, we can bound
volt0(N1)
ε3diam(N1)4
≥ 1
C(ε, κk−1, rl−1)
(4.1)
from below uniformly. By using Hamilton’s canonical parametrization Φ :
S3 × (A,B) to parametrize T, Γ acts isometrically on the factor S3 on the whole
S3 × (A,B). This gives |Γ|volt0(N1) ≤ C(ε)diam(N1)4. By combining with (4.1), we
get a uniform upper bound of |Γ|.
The proof of the theorem is completed.

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Theorem4.6. Given a compact four-dimensional orbifold (X, g)with positive isotropic
curvature andwith atmost isolated singularities. Given any fixed small constant ε > 0.
one can find three non-increasing positive and continuous functions δ˜(t), r˜(t) and κ˜(t)
defined on whole [0,+∞) with the following properties. For arbitrarily given positive
continuous function δ(t) ≤ δ˜(t) on [0,+∞), the Ricci flow with δ(t)−cutoff surgery,
starting with g, admits a solution satisfying the a priori assumption (with accuracy
ε with r = r˜(t) ) and κ− noncollapsing (with κ = κ˜(t)) on a maximal time interval
[0,T) with T < +∞ and becoming extinct at T. Moreover, the solution is obtained by
performing at most finite number of δ−cutoff surgeries on [0,T).
Proof. The pinching assumption is justified in Lemma 4.3. To justify the canoni-
cal neighborhood assumption, we can apply the same argument as in manifold
case, becausewe have all ingredientswe need tomimic the proof of Proposition
5.4 in [5]. We note the surgery does not occur on the place where the scalar
curvature achieves its minimum. Then by applying the maximum principle to
the scalar curvature equation ( ∂∂t − △)R = 2|Ric|2, we conclude that the surgical
solution must be extinct in finit time. To prove the finiteness of the number of
surgeries, we need to check the κ− noncollapsing for the solution. In fact, the
κ−noncollapsing follows from Lemma 4.5. Therefore, the proof of the theorem
is completed.

4.3 Recovering the topology
Proof. of Theorem 2.1.
Consider a surgical solution, obtained by the previous theorem, to the Ricci
flow with surgery on a maximal time interval [0,T) with T < +∞. Now we can
recover the topology of the initial orbifold as follows.
Suppose our surgeries times are 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · , tk < T. For a surgery time
tp
+, after surgeries, denote by M
p
1
,M
p
2
, · · ·Mp
ip
the all connected components ei-
ther containing no points ofΩρ(t) or having positive curvature operator. The rest
connected components are denoted byN
p
1
, · · · ,Np
i′p
. Recall that our construction
for the surgical solution is to stop the Ricci flow on those M
p
l
for l = 1, · · · , ip
and to continue the Ricci flow on N
p
l
for l = 1, · · · , i′p. Note that all connected
components at time T− either contain no points of Ωρ(t) or have positive cur-
vature operator. We denote them by Mk+1
1
,Mk+1
2
, · · · ,Mk+1
ik+1
, they are actually
Nk
1
, · · · ,Nk
i′
k
.We collect all theseMi
j
’s in a set S = {M1
1
, · · · ,Mk+1
ik+1
}. For eachMi
j
,we
will mark a finite number of points Pi
j,l
, l = 1, 2, · · · i j, in the following inductive
way.
At first surgery time t1, we perform a cut-off surgery along a δ−horn H,
i.e. we cut open δ−horn along a neck N and glue back a cap or orbifold cap
to the finite part of the horn connected to Ωρ. Remember we also glue back
a cap or orbifold cap to the infinite part of the horn (so called horn-shape
end). We denote the tips of these two caps by P and P¯, denote these two caps
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by CP and CP¯ respectively. Through the neck N we cut open, the surgery
procedure establishes a diffeomorphim ϕ′
PP¯
from ∂CP to ∂CP¯. Let SP and SP¯
be the unit tangent spheres at P and P¯, then ϕ′
PP¯
induces an isotopic class ϕPP¯
of diffeomorphism from SP to SP¯. We assign the pairs (P, SP) and (P¯, SP¯) to the
manifolds or orbifolds where they are located. Inductively, at surgery time t−p ,
for eachNp−1 with some points already been marked by the previous steps, we
leave these marked points alone, and add new points produced by performing
surgeries at tp onN
p−1.Note that the previous marked points may be separated
to lie in different connected components after surgeries. Once a componentMi
j
is terminated at a surgery time t j, then there is no more points assigned to it in
any later surgery times. We collect all these marked points (P, SP), (P¯, SP¯) and
isotopic classes ϕPP¯ together.
Now we investigate the topology of each Mi
j
∈ S. We know at time t+
i
,
Mi
j
is either diffeomorphic to a spherical orbifold S4/Γ with at most isolated
singularities, or it is covered by ε− necks and ε− caps. Now we consider the
latter case.
IfMi
j
contains no caps, thenMi
j
is diffeomorphic to smoothmanifold S3/Γ×S1
or S3/Γ× fS1.
If Mi
j
contains caps, then Mi
j
is diffeomorphic to either smooth manifold
S4, RP4, Cσ
Γ
∪ f Cσ′Γ′ , or one of the orbifolds CσΓ ∪ f CΓ′ , CΓ ∪ f CΓ′ , S4/(x,±x′),
S4/(x,±x′)#RP4, S4/(x,±x′)#S4/(x,±x′).
So we conclude that eachMi
j
is diffeomorphic to a connected sum of at most
two spherical orbifolds S4/Γi
j,1
and S4/Γi
j,2
. For each (P, SP), (P¯, SP¯) and ϕPP¯, we
know reversing the surgery procedure is to do connected sum by removing the
pair of points P, P¯ and using ϕPP¯ to identify the boundaries. Therefore, our
original orbifold is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of spherical orbifolds
S4/Γ with at most isolated singularities. This completes the proof of Theorem
2.1. 
5 Proof of Main Theorem
Themain purpose of this section is to deduce the Main Theorem from Theorem
2.1. We need several lemmas on the group actions on the sphere Sn.
Lemma 5.1. Let G ⊂ SO(2n+1)(n ≥ 2) be a finite subgroup such that each nontrivial
element in G has exactly one eigenvalue equal to 1. Then there is a common nonzero
vector 0 , v ∈ R2n+1 such that for all g ∈ G we have g(v) = v.
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to the classification of fixed point free
finite subgroups of the isometry group of S2n+1 in [23]. We divide our argument
into two cases.
Case i): |G| is even. In this case, there is an element of order 2 by Cauchy
theorem. We denote this element by σ. We claim that σ is the unique element
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of order 2 in G. Indeed, suppose σ′ is another distinct order 2 element. Note
that, by our assumption, σ and σ′ must have one eigenvalue equal to 1 and 2n
eigenvalues equal to −1. Let E1 and E2 be the eigenspaces with eigenvalue−1 of
σ and σ′ respectively. Clearly σσ′−1 = 1 on E1 ∩ E2. Since n ≥ 2, the intersection
E1 ∩E2 has dimension ≥ 2n− 1 ≥ 3, this implies that σ = σ′ on the whole space.
This is a contradiction.
By the uniqueness of σ, we know that g−1σg = σ for any g ∈ G. Suppose
σ(v) = v for |v| = 1, then σg(v) = g(v). Hence g(v) = v or g(v) = −v. We claim
that g(v) = −v cannot happen. The reason is as follows. Let g(u) = u for |u| = 1,
then g2(u) = u. By combining with g2(v) = v, we know that either g2 = 1 or
v = ±u. If g(v) = −v, then v cannot be ±u, so g has order 2, and equal to σ by
the uniqueness of order 2 element, this contradicts with σ(v) = v. So we have
showed that g(v) = v for any g ∈ G.
Case ii): |G| is odd. First, we show that every subgroup of order p2 (p is
a prime number) of G is cyclic. Namely, we will show that G satisfies the p2
condition.
Indeed, suppose H is a noncyclic subgroup of order p2 for some prime
number p. Since a group of order p2 with p primemust be abelian, we can apply
the same argument as case (i) to conclude that there is a unit vector v fixed by
the whole group. Let W  R2n be the orthogonal complement of v in R2n+1.
Then H induces a fixed point free action on the unit sphere S2n−1 of W. So for
any v′ ∈ S2n−1, we have 0 = ∑g∈H g(v′). On the other hand, since G is abelian
and noncyclic, we conclude that each nontrivial element has order exactly p, the
intersection of any two distinct order p groups contains only the identity. Let
Hi, i = 1, · · · ,m,(m ≥ 2) be the subgroups inH of order p, then for any v′ ∈ S2n−1,
0 =
∑
g∈G
g(v′) =
m∑
i
∑
g∈Hi
g(v′) − (m − 1)v′ = −(m − 1)v′,
where we have used the fact
∑
g∈Hi gv
′ = 0 sinceHi also acts freely on S2n−1. The
contradiction shows that H is cyclic.
The fact that G satisfies p2 condition implies that every Sylow subgroup of
G is cyclic (see Theorem 5.3.2 in [23], note that since |G| is odd, so must be p).
By Burnside theorem (see Theorem 5.4.1 in [23]) , once we know that every
Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic, then G is generated by two elements A and B
with defining relations
Am = Bn = 1, BAB−1 = Ar, |G| = mn;
((r − 1)n,m) = 1, rn ≡ 1(mod m).
Let A(v) = v for |v| = 1. We will show that B(v) = v. Indeed, by the relation
BAB−1 = Ar, we have AB−1(v) = B−1(v). This implies B−1(v) = v or B−1(v) = −v.
B−1(v) = −vwill not happen, because it implies B−2 = 1 by the argument in case
i). This will imply the order of the group is even, which is a contradiction with
our assumption. So v is fixed by the whole group G.

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Lemma 5.2. Let G ⊂ O(2n + 1)(n ≥ 2) be a finite group of orthogonal matrices
such that each nontrivial element in G has at most one eigenvalue equal to 1. Then
there is a finite group G′ ⊂ SO(2n) acting freely on the sphere S2n−1 and a character
χ : G′ → {±1} such that after conjugation, the group G = {
(
χ(g) 0
0 g
)
: g ∈ G′}.
Proof. Let G0 = G ∩ SO(2n + 1). If G0 = G, then from Lemma 5.1 we are done
by choosing G′ = the restriction of G on the orthogonal complement of v (the
common unit vector fixed by G) and χ ≡ 1. If G0 , G, then G0 is an index 2
normal subgroup of G. Since an element of G0 must has 1 as its eigenvalue,
it has exactly one eigenvalue 1 by our assumption. By Lemma 5.1, there is a
common unit vector v fixed by G0. For any g ∈ G\G0, we claim g(v) = −v. The
argument is as follows.
Since g2 ∈ G0, we have g2(v) = v. Let E = span{v, g(v)}. We will show
dimE = 1. Indeed, supposedimE = 2. Since g(v+g(v)) = v+g(v) and g(v−g(v))=
−(v − g(v)), E is an invariant subspace of g, dimE⊥ is odd and det(g |E⊥) = 1.
So g has another fixed nonzero vector in E⊥. This contradiction shows that
g(v) = v or g(v) = −v. If g(v) = v, then det(g |{v}⊥) = −1, and hence g must have
another fixed vector in {v}⊥ since dim{v}⊥ is even, this again contradicts with
the assumption that g has at most one eigenvalue 1. This proves our claim.
Next, we show that G acts freely on the unit sphere of {v}⊥. For this, we
only need to check for any g ∈ G\G0, g has no nonzero fixed vector in {v}⊥.
But if this is not true, we have g2 = 1, this implies that g has one eigenvalue
1 (by assumption) and 2n eigenvalues −1, which contradicts with det(g) = −1.
To finish the proof, we only have to take G′ = the restriction of G on {v}⊥ and χ
is the character which takes value 1 on G0 and -1 otherwise. 
In the following, we prove Main Theorem by using Theorem 2.1 and Lem-
mas 5.1and 5.2.
Proof. of Main Theorem. With the help of the above lemmas, we can now
describe the structure of the spherical orbifolds S4/Γ appearing in Theorem 2.1.
Since the resulting quotient space S4/Γ has at most isolated singularities, each
element of Γ has at most a pair of antipodal fixed points, so the group Γ satisfies
the assumptions in Lemma 5.2. There are three cases for S4/Γ. The first case
is Γ acts on S4 freely, the resulting space is a smooth manifold diffeomorphic
to S4 or RP4. The second case is Γ , {1} and Γ ⊂ SO(5). Assume S4 ⊂ R5 has
equation x2
1
+ x22 + · · · + x55 = 1. By Lemma 5.2,we may assume the north pole
P = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) and south pole −P = (0, 0, 0, 0,−1) of S4 are the fixed points of
Γ. Let S3 = S4 ∩ {x5 = 0}, the group action fixes x5 coordinate, so S4/Γ\{P,−P} is
diffeomorphic to S3/Γ × (0, 1). The third case is Γ0 = Γ ∩ SO(5) $ Γ. By Lemma
5.2,we may also assume the north pole P and south pole −P of S4 are the fixed
points of Γ0. The group Γ can act on S3 ×R in a natural way, and we can equip
a metric on S4/Γ\{P},which is locally isometric to S3 ×R and the manifold has
only one end which is isometric to S3/Γ0 × [0,∞).
Let X1, · · · ,Xl be the orbifolds appearing in Theorem 2.1. The orbifold con-
nected sumprocedure canbedescribed in two steps, thefirst step is to resolve all
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singularities of X1, · · · ,Xl which appear pairwise in the surgery procedures of
the Ricci flow by orbifold connected sums, the resulting spaces consists of finite
number of smooth closed manifolds, denoted by Y1, · · ·Yk. The next step is to
perform the orbifold connected sums among thesemanifolds Y1, · · · ,Yk and a
finite number of S4,RP4.Nowwe investigate the topology of each components
Yi in the first stepmentioned above. We remove all singularities from allX j, the
orbifolds falling in the second case give us necks S3/Γ × (0, 1), the orbifolds in
the third case give us caps of the formCσ
Γ0
. Since in the first step, each end of one
such neck has to be joined with a cap, or another neck, producing a longer cap
or neck; the end of each cap has to be joined with a neck or another cap. So each
Yi is diffeomorphic to either S
4,RP4 or the manifold (denoted by S3/Γ× [0, 1]/ f
temporarily) obtained by gluing the boundaries of S3/Γ × [0, 1] by utilizing a
diffeomorphism f : S3/Γ×{0} → S3/Γ×{1}, or the manifold Cσ
Γ
∪ f ′′ Cσ′′Γ′ obtained
by gluing the boundaries ∂Cσ
Γ
and ∂Cσ
′′
Γ′ by a diffeomorphim f
′′. It is known
that two spherical three space forms are isometric if they are diffeomorphic. So
in the manifold Cσ
Γ
∪ f ′′ Cσ′′Γ′ , the group Γ and Γ′ are conjugate (in O(4)). After a
conjugation, we have Γ = Γ′, and assumeCσ
Γ
∪ f ′′Cσ′Γ′  CσΓ∪ f ′Cσ
′
Γ
. Since the diffeo-
morphism types of S3/Γ×[0, 1]/ f andCσ
Γ
∪ f ′Cσ′Γ remainunchanged if we deform
f and f ′ isotopically. Moreover, by[15], the diffeomorphims f , f ′ ∈ Di f f (S3/Γ)
are isotopic to isometries I f , I′f ∈ ISO(S3/Γ). So if we equip S3/Γ × [0, 1] with
the standard product metric, the induced metric on S3/Γ × [0, 1]/I f is locally
isometric to S3 ×R. Similarly, if we equip Cσ
Γ
and Cσ
′
Γ
the standardmetric which
is locally isometric to S3 × R and the end is isometric to product S3/Γ × [0, 1),
then the induced metric on Cσ
Γ
∪I′
f
Cσ
′
Γ
is locally isometric to S3/Γ × R. In both
cases, the universal covers are S3 × R. Now we have shown that each Yi is
diffeomorphic to either S4, or RP4 or S3 × R/G, where G is a fixed point free
cocompact discrete subgroup of the isometries of standard metric on S3 × R.
Therefore, the manifold M is diffeomorphic to an orbifold connected sum of
S4, or RP4 or S3 × R/G. Note that doing orbifold connected sum through two
embedded 3-spheres on a connected smooth manifold is equivalent to doing
the usual connected sum of this manifold with S3 × S1 or S3 ×˜ S1, also, doing
orbifold connected sum between two connected smoothmanifolds is just doing
the usual connected sumby suitably choosing the orientations of the embedded
3-spheres. Therefore, we have shown the manifold M is diffeomorphic to the
usual connected sum of S4, or RP4 or S3 ×R/G.

Corollary 5.3. A compact 4-orbifold with at most isolated singularities with positive
isotropic curvature is diffeomorphic to the connected sum #i(S
3×R/Gi)# j(S4/Γ j),where
Gi and Γ j are standard group actions, the connected sum is in the usual sense.
Proof. By using the same proof of the Main Theorem, we only need to consider
those components which are diffeomorphic to either Cσ
Γ
∪ f CΓ, or CΓ∪ f CΓ.Note
that by [15], f is isotopic to an isometry f ′ of S3/Γ, which can be naturally
extended to a diffeomorphism of CΓ to itself. This gives a diffeomorphism from
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S4/{Γ, σˆ} or S4/Γ to Cσ
Γ
∪ f ′ CΓ, or CΓ ∪ f ′ CΓ. 
6 Appendix
Let ε be a positive constant. We call an open subset N ⊂ X in an metric space
GH ε-neck of radius r if r−1N is homeomorphic andGromov-Hausdorff ε-close
to a neck S × I where S is some Alexandrov space with nonnegative curvature
and without boundary and diam(S) ≤ 1√
ε
and I = (−ε−1, ε−1).
Proposition 6.1. There exists a constant ε0 = ε0(n) > 0 such that for any complete
noncompact n− dimensional intrinsic Alexandorv spaceXwith nonnegative curvature,
there is a positive constant r0 > 0 and a compact set K ⊂ X such that any GH ε-neck
of radius r ≤ r0 on X with ε ≤ ε0 must be contained in K entirely.
Proof. When the space is smooth manifold, and the topology defining the ε−
neck is in C[
1
ε ], the proof is given by [5]. Now we modify the arguments to the
present situation, the key observation is that we essentially used only triangle
comparison in [5]. Here we include the proof for completeness.
We argue by contradiction. Suppose there exists a sequence of positive con-
stants εα → 0 and a sequence of n-dimensional complete noncompact pointed
Alexandrov space (Xα,Pα) with nonnegative curvature such that for each fixed
α, there exists a sequence of GH εα-necks Nk of radius rk ≤ 1/k on Xα, and
Nk ⊂ X\B(Pα, k). Recall that by the definition of Gromov-Hausdorff distance,
there is metric space Zk containing isometric embedding s of r
−1
k
Nk and S × I
such that S × I ⊂ Bεα (rkNk) and r−1k Nk ⊂ Bεα(S × I). Let Pk ∈ r−1k Nk be a point
having distance≤ εα with S×{0} (in Zk). Thenwe have d(Pα,Pk)→∞ as k→ ∞.
Let α to be fixed and sufficiently large. Connecting each Pk to Pα by a
minimizing geodesic γk, passing to subsequence, we may assume the angle θkl
between geodesic γk and γl at Pα is very small and tends to zero as k, l → +∞,
and the length of γk+1 is much bigger than the length of γk. Let us connect Pk
to Pl by a minimizing geodesic ηkl.
For any three points A,B,C ∈ X, we use ∆¯A¯B¯C¯ to denote corresponding
triangle in plane P with d(A,B) = |A¯B¯|, d(A,C) = |A¯C¯|, d(B,C) = |B¯C¯|, and we
also use ∠¯A¯B¯C¯ to denote the angle of ∆¯A¯B¯C¯ at B¯.
Clearly,∠¯P¯αP¯kP¯l is close to π by comparison. Let P′k ∈ γk ∩ ∂Nk and P′′k ∈
ηkl∩∂Nk then it is clear for any point x ∈ ∂Nk,we have either ∠¯P¯′kP¯kx¯ is small and
∠¯P¯′′
k
P¯kx¯ is close to π, or ∠¯P¯′kP¯kx¯ is close to π and ∠¯P¯
′′
k
P¯kx¯ is small. This depends
on x¯ lies which connected component of ∂Nk.
By using the above facts and triangle comparison (see [5]), we can show that
as k large enough, each minimizing geodesic γl with l > k, connecting Pα to Pl,
must go through the whole Nk.
Hence by taking a limit, we get a geodesic ray γ emanating from P which
passes through all the necks Nk, k = 1, 2, · · · , except a finite number of them.
Throwing these finite number of necks, we may assume γ passes through all
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necksNk, k = 1, 2, · · · .Denote the center sphere ofNkbySk, and their intersection
points with γ by pk ∈ Sk ∩ γ, for k = 1, 2, · · · .
Take a sequence points γ(m) with m = 1, 2, · · · . For each fixed neck Nk,
arbitrarily choose a point qk ∈ Nk near the center sphere Sk, draw a geodesic
segment γkm from qk to γ(m). Nowwe can show by triangle comparison that for
any fixed neck Nl with l > k, γkm will pass through Nl for all sufficiently large
m.
For any s > 0, choose two points p˜k on pkγ(m) ⊂ γ and q˜k on qkγ(m) ⊂ γkm
with d(pk, p˜k) = d(qk, q˜k) = s. By Toponogov comparison theorem, we have
lim
m→∞
d(p˜k, q˜k)
d(pk, qk)
≥ 1.
Letting m → ∞, we see that γkm has a convergent subsequence whose limit
γk is a geodesic ray passing through all Nl with l > k. Denote by p j = γ(t j), j =
1, 2, · · · . From the above computation, we deduce that
d(pk, qk) ≤ d(γ(tk + s), γk(s)).
for all s > 0.
Letϕ(x) = limt→+∞(t−d(x, γ(t))) be the Busemann function constructed from
the ray γ. By the definition of Busemann function ϕ associated to the ray γ,
we see that ϕ(γk(s1)) − ϕ(γk(s2)) = s1 − s2 for any s1, s2 ≥ 0. Consequently, by
investigating the value of ϕ on ∂Nl and linearality of ϕ |γk , we know for each
l > k, we have γk(tl − tk) ∈ ϕ−1(ϕ(pl)) ∩ Nl. This implies that the diameter of
ϕ−1(ϕ(pk))∩Nk is not greater the diameter of ϕ−1(ϕ(pl))∩Nl for any l > k, which
is a contradiction as lmuch larger than k. The proposition is proved.

Remark 6.2. Without introducing a compact set K, the conclusion of Proposition 6.1
may not be true. The counter examples can be given by cones with small aperture.
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